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Abstract. Epitaxial, uniformly strained superlattices of ferroelectric KNbO3 and paraelectric KTaO3 are studied

with respect to their structural and dielectric properties. For dielectric measurements, perfectly lattice-matched

conducting Sr�Ru0:5Sn0:5�O3 electrodes are used, and a broad, frequency-dependent maximum is observed in the

capacitance-vs-temperature curves. Niobium K-edge glancing-angle EXAFS provides information regarding the

crystal structure of KNbO3 ®lms as thin as two unit cells in superlattices with equal KTaO3 and KNbO3 layer

thicknesses, showing a clear difference between these thinnest-layer superlattices and ®lms of the K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3

solid-solution. X-ray diffraction measurements, on the other hand, indicate that these samples exhibit the same

transition temperature Tc, indicating the importance of long-range electrostatic interactions. Analysis of the

transition temperature for various structures leads to a clear identi®cation of the effect of size and strain on Tc.
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Introduction

The study of size effects in ferroelectrics is

complicated in most experiments by the coexistence

of intrinsic (``true'' size effects) and extrinsic effects.

The latter includes defects, surface charges, surface

tensions, non-uniform strains, and the in¯uence of

electrodes. These extrinsic effects complicate the

interpretation of experimental results obtained on

free-standing wedge-shaped samples [1,2], ®ne-

grained ceramics [3,4], and epitaxial thin ®lms [5].

In the current work, these dif®culties are circum-

vented by the special properties of epitaxial

superlattices consisting of alternating layers of para-

electric KTaO3 and ferroelectric KNbO3 grown on

(0 0 1)-oriented KTaO3 substrates. The lattice mis-

match between these two materials is in fact small

enough to allow the formation of mis®t-free

structures, resulting in a uniform and thickness-

independent strain throughout these structures. This

clearly distinguishes these samples from the similar

perovskite superlattices studied earlier [6±8].

This paper focuses on new EXAFS experiments,

dielectric measurements, and Z-contrast transmission

electron microscopy, and compares the results to those

from x-ray diffraction studies published earlier [9,10].

It is thus intended to provide a comprehensive

overview of the phenomena observed in

KTaO3=KNbO3 superlattices and to show how size

effects, strain effects, and long-range interactions can

be identi®ed and isolated in this simple physical

system.



All superlattices studied in this work were grown

with equal KTaO3 and KNbO3 thicknesses, and all

samples had approximately the same total thickness.

In the following, a structure consisting of, e.g., 50

repetitions of a stacking of 4 unit cells of KTaO3 and 4

unit cells of KNbO3, will be referred to as a 4/4

structure, etc.

Experimental Methods

Niobium K-edge extended X-ray absorption ®ne

structure (EXAFS) data were collected at the

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory on beam-

line 6±2 using a Si(1 1 1) double crystal

monochromator. Incident intensity was measured

using an Ar-®lled ion chamber and the Nb K-edge

EXAFS was collected by monitoring the Nb Ka
¯uorescence using a 13-element germanium detector.

The ®lms were maintained at a glancing angle of

approximately 5� in order to optimize the signal from

niobium while minimizing surface effects. Upstream

apertures were used to reduce the beam size to less

than that of the sample. For a K-absorption edge, the

contribution of an atom-atom vector to the EXAFS

has a cosine-squared relationship with the angle

between that vector and the X-ray electric

vector [11]. Therefore, for each structure two

measurements were made, with the e-vector either

in the plane of the structure or normal to it. EXAFS

data were extracted according to conventional

methods, using the EXAFSPAK program suite [12].

EXAFS curve ®tting was carried out using

®xed coordination numbers assuming a distorted

perovskite model and re®ning interatomic distances

and Debye-Waller factors. Phase and amplitude

functions were calculated using the program

feff [13]. The accuracy of interatomic distances is

estimated to be + 0.01
�
A.

Dielectric measurements were carried out using a

Hewlett-Packard 4284A impedance analyzer at fre-

quencies from 10 Hz to 1 MHz. Gold pads were e-

beam evaporated through a shadow mask both onto

the superlattice and onto the epitaxial

Sr�Ru0:5Sn0:5�O3 bottom-electrode, and gold wires

were attached to these pads using silver epoxy. The

measurements were performed in air.

Z-contrast scanning electron transmission micro-

scopy (STEM) [14] was used to image the samples

with atomic resolution for [1 0 0] zone axis oriented

cross-sectioned samples. In these micrographs, the

positions of the Ta, Nb, Sr, and �RuxSn1ÿ x� columns

can be clearly distinguished and located directly from

the image.

Room-temperature X-ray diffraction measure-

ments were performed using a rotating-anode Cu Ka
X-ray source, a vertically focusing LiF monochro-

mator, and a ¯at Ge analyzer crystal. For the

temperature-dependent X-ray experiments, Ge crys-

tals were used both as monochromator and analyzer.

The samples were mounted on a ¯at heater plate using

silver paint and kept in air.

Growth of KNbO3=KTaO3 Superlattices,
K�TaxNb1ÿx�O3 Solid-Solution Films, and
Sr�RuxSn1ÿx�O3 Bottom Electrodes

KNbO3, KTaO3, and K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3 ®lms have

been grown onto KTaO3 substrates by pulsed laser

deposition (PLD), using the ``segmented target''

method ®rst proposed by Yilmaz et al. [15] A KNO3

segment acts as an extra potassium-source to

compensate for this material's high volatility. The

stoichiometry of the ®lms was veri®ed using

Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) [16]. For the

growth of K�TaxNb1ÿx�O3, the target was further

segmented to incorporate KTaO3 and KNbO3

``wedges'' [17] in the correct proportions. KTaO3

substrates were cut from spontaneous-nucleation

grown boules and were polished using a KOH-

buffered colloidal silica slurry. Contrary to the case

of SrTiO3 or LaAlO3, a high-temperature anneal

(800�C, 10 min) of these surfaces in oxygen

(100 mTorr) results in atomically ¯at terraces with a

single termination. This was veri®ed by atomic force

microscopy (AFM), revealing only 4
�
A steps [18].

The growth rates for KTaO3 and KNbO3 were

calibrated from test samples on which the thickness

was determined by X-ray superlattice re¯ections and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The growth

rates depended most critically on the target density.

With hot-pressed ceramics having a density of at least

98% of the theoretical value, the growth rates for

KTaO3 and KNbO3 were found to be identical to

within experimental accuracy. The K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3

®lms were grown from a segmented target containing

an equal amount of KTaO3 and KNbO3 and thus have

exactly the same average composition as the super-

lattices.
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For dielectric measurements, epitaxial conducting

bottom electrodes were used. It was crucial to ®nd a

conducting oxide with a lattice constant precisely

equal to that of the KTaO3 substrates in order not to

change the amount of strain in the superlattices. A

solid-solution of the metallic perovskite SrRuO3

( pseudocubic with a � 3:930
�
A , i.e., smaller than

KTaO3 with a � 3:989
�
A) and the insulating perovs-

kite SrSnO3 (double-perovskite unit cell with

a � 264:033
�
A) results in a metastable semicon-

ducting oxide Sr�RuxSn1ÿx�O3. For x � 0:5, the

lattice constant matches that of the KTaO3 substrate.

In fact, no mis®t dislocations could be found in cross-

sectional TEM images of Sr�Ru0:5Sn0:5�O3=KTaO3

interfaces. Z-contrast STEM was further used to

image the samples with atomic resolution. The results

are shown in Fig. 1, demonstrating that the interfaces

are atomically ¯at. This type of image was also used

to calibrate the growth rates of KTaO3 and KNbO3,

and all further superlattices were grown with equal

KTaO3 and KNbO3 thicknesses.

Typical growth conditions for KTaO3, KNbO3,

K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3, and Sr�Ru0:5Sn0:5�O3 ®lms were:

substrate temperature 770�C; oxygen pressure,

100 mTorr; target-substrate distance 6 cm; laser

energy density 1.5 J/cm2; and pulse repetition rate

3.3 Hz.

Properties of Bulk KNbO3

The crystal structure of bulk KNbO3 has been studied

in great detail [19]. At high temperatures, KNbO3 is a

cubic perovskite with a paraelectric-to-ferroelectric

phase transition at 435�C, below which a tetragonal

phase is observed. The ferroelectric polarization, as

well as the Nb-displacement with respect to the rigid

oxygen octahedron, are along the pseudocubic

[0 0 1]pc directions. At 225�C, KNbO3 becomes

orthorhombic with the Nb-displacement now parallel

to [0 1 1]pc, and at ÿ 108�C, a transition to the lowest-

temperature rhombohedral phase is observed in which

the Nb-displacement and the ferroelectric polarization

are along the [1 1 1]pc directions.

At room temperature, KNbO3 is orthorhombic

(Amm2) with a � 3:973
�
A ( parallel to the pseudo-

cubic [1 0 0]pc), b � 5:695
�
A (parallel to �0 1 1�pc), and

c � 5:721
�
A (parallel to [0 1 1]pc).

Fig. 1. Scanning transmission electron micrographs of (a) a Sr�Ru0:5Sn0:5�O3 ®lm on a KTaO3 substrate, and (b) a KTaO3=KNbO3

superlattice on a Sr�Ru0:5Sn0:5�O3 electrode ®lm. No mis®t dislocations are observed, indicating the perfect lattice match between all

(clamped) layers and the substrate.
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X-ray Study of KNbO3 Films

X-ray normal yÿ2y scans of KNbO3 ®lms on KTaO3

substrates are consistent with the bulk structure for

®lm thicknesses greater than 1 mm. With the (0 1 1)

orientation [i.e., the pseudocubic (0 0 1)pc] normal to

the substrate, this structure results in a lattice

mismatch of only 0.4%. This mismatch is consider-

ably smaller than the value of 2.2% observed in the

SrTiO3=BaTiO3 system studied earlier by others

[20,21].

As a consequence of the small lattice mismatch,

mis®t dislocations are not likely to form immediately

at the ®lm/substrate interface, and it is expected that

thinner ®lms are more strongly strained than these

thick layers.

This assumption is con®rmed by a structural

analysis of 1700
�
A-thick layers. Here, a different

type of orthorhombic structure is observed with

a � 3:975
�
A and b � 4:001

�
A in the plane of the

substrate and c � 4:055
�
A in the normal direction.

Interestingly, the ®lm's [h h 0] or [h h 0] directions are

parallel to an in-plane substrate hh h 0i axis, rather

than the a and b axes aligning with the hh 0 0i axes of

the substrate. Note that for this new orthorhombic

structure observed for the thin ®lms, �a� b�=2 equals

3.988, which results in an even better lattice match

(well below 0.1%) with KTaO3.

Even thinner ®lms were analyzed in superlattice

structures, because single ®lms would result in X-ray

re¯ections that are too weak to be analyzed accurately.

Films with layer thicknesses below 160
�
A were thus

studied in superlattices with a total thickness of

1700
�
A, and in which the KTaO3 and KNbO3

individual-layer thicknesses were equal.

Within experimental accuracy, these thinner ®lms

do not exhibit the split peaks of the orthorhombic

structures. The observed peaks are consistent with a

tetragonal structure, with (0 0 1) normal to the surface

and [1 0 0] aligned with the substrate [1 0 0].

Superlattice satellites were easily observed on

structures with individual layer thicknesses of 1, 2,

4, 6, 13, and 42 unit cells. Figure 2 shows the results

for 42/42 structure.

From these superlattice peaks, the periodicity L
can be determined accurately. However, neither the

relative thickness of the two layers nor the atomic

layer spacing in either material are determined by

this measurement, as they will only affect the

intensities of the re¯ections. Nevertheless, from the

known stacking of the structures and the temperature

variation of the periodicity L�T�, the variation of the

average normal lattice constant can be determined.

This approach will be used below to observe phase

transitions.

Results of EXAFS Measurements

X-ray diffraction is sensitive to the entire superlattice

and essentially probes the average structure. In

contrast, the Nb-edge EXAFS experiment probes the

Nb environment only. Two superlattices were

analyzed, namely the 2/2 and 42/42 structures, as

well as the K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3 solid-solution ®lm.

Within experimental error, the superlattices

showed identical Nb-Nb and Nb-O distances in the

plane of the substrate [din
SL�Nb-Nb� � 3:99

�
A;

din
SL�Nb-O� � 1:91

�
A and 2.10

�
A]. Out of the

plane, the Nb-Nb and Nb-O distances are different

from the in-plane values, but again no distinction

can be made between the 2/2 and the 42/42 structures

[dnorm
SL�Nb-Nb� � 4:03

�
A; dnorm

SL�Nb-O� � 1:84
�
A

and 2.20
�
A].

Unfortunately, the data was insuf®cient to deter-

mine with certainty the spacegroup of the material.

Clearly the data does not ®t a simple tetragonal

structure. In fact, the Nb-ion appears to be displaced

from its high-symmetry position. Assuming that this

displacement is con®ned to a plane described by the

Fig. 2. Normal yÿ2y x-ray scan for a superlattice in which the

KTaO3 and the KNbO3 layers are each 42 unit cells thick. The

position of the substrate re¯ection is also indicated.
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pseudocubic [1 1 0]pc and [0 0 1]pc directions (which is

the plane containing the Nb-displacement in all

phases of bulk KNbO3), simple geometric considera-

tions yield a displacement of about 0.38
�
A along

[1 1 0]pc and 0.18
�
A along [0 0 1]pc.

For the K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3 ®lm, data analysis was

complicated by the equal number of Nb and Ta nearest

neighbors for each Nb ion. Nevertheless, it was

clearly observed that the Nb-O distances were slightly

smaller than in the superlattices and that the two

values for dSS�Nb-O� were closer to each other than

those of the superlattice. This indicates a smaller Nb-

displacement in K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3 than in the super-

lattices. Also observed was a clear increase in the

normal Nb-Nb/Ta distances [dnorm
SS�Nb-Nb� and

dnorm
SS�Nb-Ta�] as compared to the superlattices.

To summarize, EXAFS results reveal no measur-

able differences in the local Nb-environment between

the 2/2 and 42/42 samples. The KNbO3 in these two

superlattices thus appears to exhibit the same crystal-

line structure. In contrast, the K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3 solid-

solution ®lm showed a distinctively different local

Nb-environment. This indicates that a 2/2 superlattice

is structurally identical to superlattices with larger

periodicities, but different from a solid-solution.

Strain Effects and Size Effects

The combined results of X-ray diffraction, EXAFS,

and STEM demonstrate clearly that for individual

layer thicknesses up to 42 unit cells, the

KTaO3=KNbO3 superlattices are uniformly strained.

The perfect ``clamping'' of the ®lms to the substrate

results in a large strainÐlarge enough, in fact, to

promote the formation of a crystalline structure that is

different from that observed in the bulk. The ®lms

relax to the bulk structure only when the ®lm

thickness is almost two orders of magnitude larger

than that of any of the ®lms in the superlattices studied

here. Most important is the fact that this novel

crystalline structure is identical in all of the super-

lattices studied in this work. In other words, these

superlattices allow us to vary the thickness of the

layers without varying the amount of strain or

changing the crystalline structure of the material.

Strain effects, therefore, are observed on all structures

in the same way, whereas differences in the behavior

of the various superlattices can only be attributed to

the varying thicknesses of the KTaO3 and KNbO3

layers. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is

the only physical system in which the distinction

between size and strain can be made this clearly and

without having to consider extrinsic effects such as

surface charges, surface tension, electrode effects,

defects, and nonuniformities in composition and/or

strain.

Dielectric Measurements

Dielectric measurements were performed using the

epitaxial bottom electrodes described above. The

results obtained for the structure of Fig. 1 are shown in

Fig. 3(a). The capacitance was measured from room

temperature to 500�C, and only a weak difference was

observed between the data obtained on heating and on

cooling. In Fig. 3(b), the data obtained at 100 kHz is

Fig. 3. (a) Capacitance measured on the KTaO3=KNbO3

superlattice (4/3 structure) of Fig. 1 using an epitaxial

Sr�Ru0:5Sn0:5�O3 bottom electrode. Data obtained both on heating

and cooling are shown for various frequencies. (b) 100 kHz data

from (a) replotted in terms of the dielectric constant and

compared to data obtained on a solid-solution of the same

average composition (curves obtained upon heating and cooling

are shown).
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replotted in terms of the dielectric constant (as

calculated from the capacitance, ®lm thickness, and

top electrode surface area) and compared to that

obtained on a solid-solution ®lm of the same average

composition. The solid-solution data exhibit a very

weak frequency dependence, contrary to the case of

the superlattice, where a marked decrease of the

capacitance with increasing frequency is seen. For

neither the superlattice nor the solid-solution does the

capacitance-vs-temperature data show any distinctive

peaks. This result is contrary to the case of

K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3 ®lms grown by the same method

on SrRuO3[17]. In those K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3=SrRuO3

structures, the lattice mismatch between the electrode

and the dielectric ®lm is suf®ciently large to promote

the formation of mis®t dislocations, resulting in

relaxed (i.e., not strained) K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3 ®lms,

indicating that the observed behavior is directly

related to the large strain. A somewhat similar

behavior has been observed for SrTiO3=BaTiO3

superlattices [22] when the total thickness of the

superlattice was kept below a critical value, but

additional work is needed to clarify this issue.

Structural Phase Transition and Size Effect

As noted above, X-ray diffraction experiments readily

determine the superlattice period L, from which the

average KTaO3=KNbO3 lattice parameter's tempera-

ture dependence can be observed. Figure 4 shows the

results for both the in-plane and normal lattice

parameters for temperatures from 20�C to 700�C.

Clearly, all of the in-plane lattice parameters mimic

that of the substrate, con®rming the above assumption

of perfectly ``clamped'' ®lms.

A clear change of sign in the normal thermal

expansion coef®cient is observed for all superlattices

and for the solid-solution, signaling a structural phase

transition. No thermal hysteresis is observed. Tc is

taken as the highest temperature where the thermal

expansion changes sign and is plotted as a function of

KNbO3 layer thickness in Fig. 5.

Thinner KNbO3 ®lms clearly undergo a phase

transition at much lower temperatures than the thicker

ones. A decrease of Tc with decreasing size is

expected from free-energy considerations for a ferro-

electric slab with domains in which the polarization is

normal to the surface. In this case, for a slab of

thickness t with domains of size D, the free energy F
of the thin slab is given by [23]

F�T� � Fbulk�T� � swall=D� a D=t �1�
In this expression, Fbulk�T� describes the tempera-

ture dependence of F in the bulk material, the second

term represents the energy of the domain walls, and

the third term is the electrostatic energy resulting from

the ®elds penetrating into the space surrounding the

slab. As the thickness decreases, this last term

increases, making it favorable to form smaller

domains. Wang et al. [24] have performed numerical

simulations to predict how this affects the transition

temperature. In their model, the function Tc�t� is given

in terms of two empirical parameters, namely the

transition temperature Tc�inf� of an in®nitely thick

slab, and a correlation length tc at which Tc�tc� � 0. A

Fig. 4. Lattice parameter of the KTaO3=KNbO3 superlattices

obtained on cooling. Data is shown for the following structures:

42/42 (e), 13/13 (6 ), 6/6 (s), 4/4 (r), and 1/1 (n), as well as

the solid-solution (m). For clarity, the in-plane lattice parameter is

shown only for the 42/42 and 4/4 structures. The solid line

indicates the substrate lattice parameter.
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sketch of this Tc�t� dependence is shown in Fig 5.

Clearly, the available data does not allow us to

determine the relevant parameters. For argument's

sake, the curve was drawn with Tc�inf� � 620�C and

tc � 18
�
A .

Long-range Interactions

It is clearly observed in Fig. 5 that the behavior

described by Eq. (1) does not ®t the experimental data

for the thinner layers. Two effects compete as the

layers become thinner in these KTaO3=KNbO3

superlattices. First, as both KTaO3 and KNbO3

layers are varied simultaneously, the interaction

between the individual KNbO3 layers increases as

their separation decreases. In the simplest model, this

interaction is determined by the ®elds produced by the

domains, and these ®elds fall off exponentially at

distances that are large compared to the domain size.

The domain size D is thus a critical length scale

describing the interaction between layers, and a

decrease in D will compete with the increase in the

layer-layer coupling as the superlattice periodicity is

reduced. However, Eq. (1) imposes a decrease of D as

t1=2 (cf. [24]). In other words, the domain size

decreases less rapidly than the layer thickness, and

there will be a thickness below which D4t, resulting

in the ®elds originating from the domains in one

KNbO3 layer to penetrate into the next one.

Using the above estimates of Tc�inf� and tc used to

draw the Tc�t� line in Fig. 5, the predictions of Wang's

model show that for 70
�
A thick KNbO3 ®lms, the

domain size equals the layer thickness. In other words,

for KNbO3 layer thicknesses well below 17 unit cells,

the behavior of the superlattice is determined by

collective phenomena and mimics that of the solid-

solution.

In order to fully understand the behavior of these

structures at small thicknesses, a model must take into

consideration the entire superlattice geometry, rather

than treating the layers as individual entities. Schwenk

et al. [25] have proposed an approach which considers

a multilayer system consisting of two soft-mode-

driven ferroelectrics with different transition tem-

peratures. (Note that KTaO3 can be regarded as a soft-

mode type ferroelectric with a hypothetical transition

temperature low enough to be suppressed by zero-

point ¯uctuations [26].) The results of a Ginzburg-

Landau functional calculation indicate that with

decreasing thickness of the individual layers, the

transition temperature decreases and converges to a

®nite value, as is also found in numerical simulations

treating the system as a transverse Ising model [27].

Superlattices vs. Solid-Solution Films

As observed in Fig. 5, the transition temperature of a

K�Ta0:5Nb0:5�O3 solid-solution is equal to that of

superlattices in which the KNbO3 layer thickness is

less than about 6 unit cells. Quite surprisingly,

however, there are distinct structural differences

between these superlattices and the solid-solution, as

revealed by the EXAFS measurements discussed

above. This indicates that the temperature at which

the material ceases to be ferroelectric is determined by

long-range electrostatic interactions, whereas the

structure of the ferroelectric phase itself is dictated

by the local environment.

Fig. 5. Transition temperature as a function of KNbO3 layer

thickness. The broken line indicates the transition temperature of

the solid-solution ®lm. Also shown are the transition temperatures

of bulk KNbO3 and KTa0:5Nb0:5O3. The thin solid line indicates

the type of behavior expected from [24].
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Strain Effects

As discussed above, the strain in all structures

investigated here is identical. It is, therefore, expected

that the effect of this strain will be similar for all

samples. Inspection of Fig. 5 con®rms this assump-

tion. Transition temperatures approximately 100�C
above the bulk values are observed both in the solid-

solution layers and the thickest KNbO3 ®lms (®lms in

which the size-effects are the weakest, yet which are

thin enough so that the entire sample is uniformly

strained. Thicker, relaxed K�TaxNb1ÿx�O3 ®lms

exhibit bulk-like transition temperatures [17]).

A Tc of 190�C is measured for the solid-solution

®lm (compared to the bulk value of 93�C ) [28], and

Tc � 535�C for the 42/42 structure (compared to

435�C for bulk KNbO3).

Simple arguments suf®ce to explain this increase of

Tc in KNbO3. At the transition temperature of bulk

KNbO3 (435�C), the substrate lattice parameter

is a � 4:000
�
A (from Fig. 4). Using published values

for the lattice constant of cubic and tetragonal KNbO3

[19], and assuming a similar thermal expansion for

KNbO3 as for KTaO3 (again from Fig. 4), one ®nds for

KNbO3 at 435�C, acubic � 4:005
�
A and atetragonal �

4:002
�
A. Because the tetragonal structure is a better

match to the KTaO3 substrate, the ``clamping''

to the substrate will tend to stabilize the low-

temperature phase above the bulk phase transition.

The fact that two-dimensional compression results

in an increase in Tc has been con®rmed experimen-

tally and explained by a thermodynamic formalism in

(Ba,Sr)TiO3 [29] and Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 [30] thin ®lms.

Conclusions

The KTaO3=KNbO3 superlattices studied here by

STEM, X-ray diffraction, dielectric measurements,

and EXAFS, have proven to be excellent systems for

the study of size effects, strain effects, and long-range

ferroelectric interactions. These phenomena can be

observed separately due to the unique uniformly

strained state of the ®lms resulting from the small

lattice mismatch between the two materials. More

work is required on superlattices in which the

thicknesses of the KTaO3 and KNbO3 layers are

varied separately. Nevertheless, for structures with

equal KTaO3 and KNbO3 thicknesses, the following

conclusions arise:

1. For KTaO3=KNbO3 superlattice periodicities

below * 90 unit cells, the crystalline structure

and the amount of stress are independent of the

layer thickness.

2. Dielectric measurements on such superlattices

reveal a broad, frequency-dependent maximum in

the e�T� curves.

3. X-ray diffraction experiments indicate a sharp

phase transition, contrary to the dielectric mea-

surements.

4. The strain in these structures results in an increase

of the transition temperature by about 100�C.

5. Decreasing the thickness of the KNbO3 layers

results in a decrease of the transition temperature,

consistent with a model that predicts the disap-

pearance of ferroelectricity in KNbO3 layers with

thicknesses below * 20
�
A. This disappearance is

not observed as long-range interactions become

dominant at smaller periodicites.

6. At periodicities below * 60
�
A, the transition

temperature of the superlattices becomes equal to

that of the solid-solution.

7. The room-temperature crystalline structures (as

observed by EXAFS) of a 2/2 superlattice and a

solid-solution ®lm are distinctively different, even

though they exhibit the same transition tempera-

ture.

8. In these strained KNbO3 ®lms, the direction of the

Nb displacement lies between those observed in

the bulk orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases.
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